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TES READING A3ILITIES OF STUDENTS
IN METHODS OF STUDY CLASSES
CHAP TER I

INTRODUCTION
The

uroses of this thesis wore those

of presenting

brief survey of the vast amount of material which has

(a) a

been printed about the subject of reading and reading skill
and (b) some data which would show the effect of four

"Methods of Study!l classes taught by three different in-

struotors by the classroom method and without laboratory

ceriods upon the reading skills of the members of these
classes at the college level.
The members of these classes were oraotioaily all

freshmen who were advised by their counselors in the varloue schools in Oregon State College to take the course in

"Methods of Study" because they had not been doing satisfactory college work for any of several reasons.

Some of

them were low in scholastic aptitude, but others were average or even suDerior in this trait.

Some of them, accord-

ing to their statements of their weekly distributions of
time, spent long hours in study; but it was not effective

study.

Most of them had not had to study in high school

and, when faced with the necessity of studying, became emo-

tional or resentful and sought short-cuts rather than

2

knowledge.

Most of them were doubtful of their own abili-

ties to make good scholastically, although they often hid

this under an e7terior of Indifference or bravado.

When

shown better methods of study and when given encouragement,
most of them resDonded well.

The most of those who did not

were still somewhat hysterially self-doubtful.
The method of the original oart of the study was that
of giving to these students the Co-operative Reading Test
C-2, Form T,

in three

of the classes and the Nelson-Denny

Reading Pest In the fourth class, first, within the first
two weeks of the winter quarter, lJ48-l949 and, second,

within the last two weeks of the same quarter to find what
changes -- If any -- had occurred In the reading skills of
the members of these classes under the conditions under

which they were taught; i.e., olassroom work only without

any laboratory ìeriods.

The Nelson-Denny Test was used

with the one class because the Instructor had already colleoted considerable data on similar classes from other
quarters and desired to add these data to the others that
he had.

test

In order that the scores from the two kinds of

miht

be comiared,

the test scores were converted into

percentile scores according to the tables suDDlied with
each of those tests and based on the nation-wide results of
the administration of these tests.

While the Dercentile

scores may not be quite as accurate as the test scores

3

themselves. lt was be1isv
for the

that thoy were accurate enough

niroseø of this theais.

scores are, at

Readln

best, on1' the moat eatisfaotor; aproxlrnat1ona of actual

reading

aklU eurrentl7 available.

It

waa hopad that an

errors of over-estttlon and under-eatimatlon in the

er-

baa, cancel each other

out.

centlie scores wonid, mere or

Teat resulta on both adminletrattona o

tamed from 104 etudenta, eoopt for
z'eading.

rate of

The

Nson-Dem

both teøt2 were ob-

the rate or speed ot

Teadlng Te8t does not yield a

radlnp aoore. with the

ecorea were available on thia

x'esult

haie o

that only eighty

readin

tests were adinietorod anU scored a000rdin

8k111.
to the in-

atruottons In the teat manuals.
øh&nter II oontaln8 a brief review oZ the material

whteh has been publthed on the sub3eet o
reading skill.

reading and

The

4

OEAPTER II

A S[ThMARY OF STUDIES ON RFADUG
The United States Office

o

Education

that

estimated

there were ten million illiterates in this ooimtry in 1948.

An illiterate was deíined as a person fourteen or more
years

o

age who cannot read with the skill

o

elementary school pupil who has oompleted the

an average

fourth

grade.

In addition to these a&cnowledged illiterates, there must

be many additional thousands or hundreds
have passed through the fourth,

sixth, or even eighth

grades who could not and cannot now read
meet the low reauirements
be

Íond

o

thousands who

o

enough to

These people

literacy.

not only in the hill sections

well

o

are to

the Old South,

but in the Threign-language areas of Texas, New Mexico, and

California among the Mexicans and Indians and in the poorer

sections of many cities, again most often in the foreignlanguage areas.

Illiteracy, however, is not

limited to

the

foreign-language gronDe by any means.
Not only in the large cities, but in the towns, villages and rural areas,

truants are absent from school so

frequently and for such long periods that they might almost
as well not attend at all.

Sometimes, it would seem,

absences are welcomed by the school authorities;
is understandable.

and

their
this

The solution of this problem seems not

5

to :I.ie In the current trend of passing more laws to be

require longer
atten6anoe at school of thoBe who do attend, nor to lower
the requirements for grac'3uatlor. beyond their already low
level In orLer that all who attend sohool may be graduateo. The solution which appealr to the writer would be
the offering o' wide and varied ednoatlonal opportunities
to those who w11 apnreoiate and troflt from them and to
releaee the others from all eucat1onal requirements after
every rmonablo effort has been made to help them aòjust
soolally, academically, and economically to the school8,
with the Idea that they becone ernloyed a soon as p08sible or achieve such other ffates as they will achieve
sooner or later. as the oase may be. Admitting that this
is, f'or the moment. educational heresy, there is little
added to thoso already ignored. nor to

advantage in ignoring the ±'acts oÍ truancy, indifference,
or antagonism to a considerable amount of what the schools

are seeking to oonThrm to nor the educational

or social

"principles" which are currently spoken and written -- and

courts
enter not only high schools but elementary schools to
Officers of the juvenile

do

apprehend their suspected or biown delinquents.

Children

less often practiced.

do run away from home to avoid school or to get away from

home and for other reasons.

pregnant In

Girls do

deliberately

become

order to get away from home, or to get out of

school and,

they hope, into homes

o

their own.

words, it is the belief of this writer that

In other

education

not be forced upon people unwilling to reoeive it.

can-

Only

eople are willing to work for an education and when

when

they understand

its

values

oan they become really educated.

Many who refused an education earlier seek it later.
Similarly, many, but not all, illiterates are edu-

Where illiteracy is

cable.

the

result of

lack of oppor-

tunity or of poor educational customs, people who have come
to realize the values of education often seize

opportunities eagerly.

roffered

This is shown not only by tho suo-

aess of the so-called "moonlight sohoolst of Kentucky (43,

preface)

and,

Tennessee and the church schools in many out-

lying areas, but in the educational programs of the Lrmed
Services during both World Wars

I

and II.

The former was

largely at the company level, and was highly or only moderately successful

according to the

oomDany commander.

initiative of the

The latter has been written up, some-

what glowingly, by Witty (57, p.1-3) as follows:
"In order to satisfy (57, D.l)
in the

Armed

Forces,

the need for manDower

it became necessary

to induct large

numbers of illiterate and non-Eng1ish-steaking men.
Special training units wore organized by the Army to give
these men the academic training they required as soldiers.

Fourth-grade level in reading and other academic subjects

7

was the standard believed essential.

less.

aequired in twelve weeks or

"These
all oarts of

This level was to be

men (57, p.1) who were illiterates oame from

the country.

Our large cities had their reoSome came from

resentatives out of the foreign oolonies.
areas

where educational onnortunities were

excellent and some came from

parts of

good or even

the country where

educational onportunities were very meager.

Tyolcally,

these men in special training units were eager to learn.

xoerienoe had shown them the disadvantage of being unable
to read.

More than anything else, they wanted to be able

to read letters from home and to write letters home."

"The teachers (57, p.2)

units were enlisted men.

in these special training

Most of them had had consider-

able orofessional and academic training, and many had been

teachers in either oublie schools or colleges.

This pro-

gram of special training demonstrated that the mass of

American youth are educable.

Moreover, it showed that

illiteracy need not continue as a great social oroblem in
America."
The puroose of learning to read is the gaining of

information from the printed page as a quicker means of

gaining knowledge and as a means

01'

gaining wider knowl-

edge than could be gained by direct personal experience

and esnecially by trial-and-error alone.

It

is feared

that not only numerous pupils, but some teachers, have

lost sight of this purpose and that small refinemonts and

adornments have como to be regarded as the 'principal pur-

ooaes of reading.

Reading (6, p.26) is not a single skill but is a
It involves not only the use of the

group of skills.

eyes, but of the occipital and the word-association areas
of the brain.

If it is to be at all effective, it must be

an active form of inquiry by the reader and not a passive

process.

Reading may be divided into oral and silent reading.
This thesis will contain an oarnination of the latter
only, leaving the former to the teachers of that subject

from the elementary school levels to the s'ooeoh, dramatlos, and debate

instructors in the colleges and the pro-

fessional schools.

It is, however,

the belief of this

writer that silent reading skills would be greater 1f
there were more practice In oral reading in 'both the

elementary and the high schools because oral reading

ex-

poses many of the disabilities of puDils in silent reading: for examDlo, knowledge of the pronunciation and the

meanings of sentences.

Reading

divided into rate of reading and
ing.

ability

may

also be

comDrehenslon from

read-

While each is Important, much more has been written

about rate than about oomirehension, possibly beoauae lt

is the easier to write about. In some of the writings,
too much erimhasis has been tlaoed on the importance of
oonmrehanrate or on sPeed of reading and not enough
ori

The most satisfactory balance (51, p.94) between

sion.

the two

will vary with the individual

reader, with the

¶3urPose of each act of reading, and with the difficulty

of the material

-- all of this In addition

to the reader's

attention,
his interest in the particular

general skill in reading, the quality of his

his intelligence, and
selection of material.

There is (51, p.158) an intimate relationship between
speed and comprehension in reading when the textual mate-

rial Is within

the reader's educative experience.

Traxier

direct relation between
rate of reading and speed of association with five groups
This re1ationshi was positive and was large
of iuIls.
enough to be significant. If the slow readthg Is the resuit of slow speed of association, teachers should not
(53, p.365) found evidence of a

utilize the usual

rapidly while,

suit of

slow

if

methods

to get the

the slow rate of

upI1s to read more

association Is the re-

reading, effort should be made to speed up

individual (8, p.3-4) obviously does different kinds of reading under different circumstances.
Liuoh will deDend on the effort of the reader in his readthe reading.

An

ing and the effectiveness of this effort.

o
Patent1y, there are great individual differenoes in

reading skill.

The magazine editor or

book reviewer

at

one extreme and the usual unskilled laborer at the other

will illustrate this Doint.

According to Brown (7, p.387-

90), twelve ner cent of 338 students entering a umall col-

lege were able to read at only the ninth-grade
below,

or

twenty-three per cent were able to read at the

tenth-grade level or below, and
at the

level

eleventh-grade level or

concluded

thirty-seven
below.

from his experience as a high

per cent were

Henry (24, p.72)

school principal

that one-third of the 'puïils in grades nine to twelve of
our American high schools 'oarmot read on a fifth-grade

level or write a coherent
errors'.

forty-six

paragrah reasonably free

from

Another investigator (58, D.114) found that
er cent

01'

the ninth-grade puDils in one school

fell below the sixth-grade norma in reading ability.

Center (58, p.114) reported that, of 1,000 boys and girls

entering the ninth grade in a New York City high school,
fifty-nine per cent were defeated before they started because of low reading ability.

The test results placed

them below the norms for the sixth grade.
of these

Three-fourths

uDi1s came from homes in which a foreign lan-

uage was sooken, but these children had lived in the

United States all of their lives and had attended American
schools.

In a state-wide survey of reading ability in New

u
that two-f iftha of the
ninth-grade pupils, one-third of the tenth, one-fifth of
the e1venth and one-tenth to one-third of the seniors

York (58, p.114)

fell

"it

was found

below the standard ninth-grade performance on the Iowa

Reading 'xaminat Ion..
senior In
Ing at

the

In certain small high schools, one

three was leaving high school incapable of readninth-grade level.

The mechanics of'

reading are widely known.

The eyes

along the lines of' print Irregularly; that Is, alternate movements and nausea or fixations. Only during the
latter can the eyes anprehend the printed material.
Studies have shown that the ausea occuy (52, p.10) about
move

ninety-five per cent of the reading time.
While the visual pauses of' slow readem are longer,
the rate of movement of their eyes along the lines between
ith the faster
pauses is also slower and less certain.
readers, the pauses are shorter and the movements of the
eyes are also quicker and more certain. With the faster
readers, the number of words grasried during a pause; i.e.,
the recognition stan, visual span, or eye-sPan, la usually,
but not always, larger than the number of words grasped by
poor readers. Very rapid readers (8, p.28) may make Ofliy
three fixations along one line of print, but extremely few
are able to achieve thiB rate. The return of the oyes
from the end of one line to the beginning of the next line
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Is also faster and more cortain in the better readers

than in the poorer readers (19, p.693) almost without exception.

The better readers' eyes move

14, p.86-7) Thr-

ward over the Iinei with fewer backward movements or re-

gressions to pick up words or ideas not understood than
is the case with the poorer readers.

This should not be

understood as meaning that there should be no regressIons

among the better readers.
understood,

1Í a word or an Idea is not

the reader should go buok and pick It

omission of a "no

Ue

The

or a 'not", for example, makes a con-

siderable change in the meaning

o

a sentence.

Because the better reader pays much more concentrated
and effective attention to the material being read than

does the less capable reader, he has fewer reasons

gresslons and usually has longer recognition spans.

for re-

He is

likely to grasp a larger percentage of the Ideas contained
in and closely related to the material being read.

not, usually,

He Is

diverted (50, p.24) by daydreaming, wander-

Ing attention. self-pity, or worI'y over his performance.
}ie

is not so likely, as the poorer reader

18,

to be over-

cautious on the one hand or suerfIoiaì on the other hand
about Interpreting what he Is reading.
to make better selections

He is more likely

of ideas to be remembereu and to

work them into a better outline or system of thought than
the poorer reader is.

The latter,

often burdened with the

13

mechanics of reading through reading only half-heartedJ.y
or through poor reading habits, does not always grasp cor-

motly

the material Dresented, may miss much of it, and is

likely to leave it in an unorganized little heap
when he has read it.

o

Ideas

By trying to remember through sheer

force even a relatively small number of unrelated ideas,
he sets for himself a task that is rather hopeless and,

sooner or later, he becomes tired of and discouraged by
the effort put forth in ooznt'arlson with the results accom-

The still poorer readers who read only a few

pushed..

words at a time do not connect many of the words Into
ideas.

It may be

said that they cannot see the trees of

ideas because they are lost in the woods of words.

The more intelligent readers are usually the better

performers In the thinking part of the act of reading.
They are not only more receptive to new ideas, but they
are likely to be more systematic in both their reading

and thinking and they have a greater wealth of idea8 with

which to compare, contrast, enlarge upon, modIfy, and
illustrate the ideas obtained from the reading.

They are

usually better motivated, more eager for additional ideas,
less Datient with their own incorrect Ideas, and more confident In their e7arninations and evaluations of the ideas
of others.

Thinking is as much a part of the act of read-

ing as the movement of the eyes Is and, certainly, a more

14

Imoortant part Íor the îerson whose senses are normal.
Traxler (54, p.59-60) Íouni correlations oÍ .70 to .80 be-

intelligence and readlng: ability In a study of high
school puolls. lie found ability in reading to bear about
the same relationship to subject-matter achievement as
telligence does. This was more true at the lower gradetween

in-

levels than at the higher (54, p.59-60) grade-levais in

which achievement grows in compieity and

is dependent on

a larger number of factors.

Much

has been written about the value of skimming or

very rapid reading.

Much

of this is mistaken or incorrect.

is searching for soecific ideas with which he is
familiar or for material to be quoted, he should skim untu he finds this material.
When he is running through a
book or a magazine article to determine that he does or
does not care to read. it, he should skim until he makes
his decision. ben one is familiar with a subject and
Dioks u1 a new book on this subject to look for any new
ideas it may contain, he may profitably skim eoeot as he
When one

finds material which he wishes to examine more closely.
To urge, however, that all reading by all readers should
be of the skimming tyoe or that skimming is the most
superior type of reading is obviously fallacious. If one
is reading relatively new material which promises to be
valuable to him, he should be willing to study it; and

15
the rate o

tant or,

reading is relatively or comDletely

one may say,

this tyDe

o

unirnpor-

reading has its own

scale of rates which is different from other scales in
degree.

Much, Derhars too much, has been written about the

causes of disability in reading.

Without question, too

little has been done about these disabilities In many
oases.
UDOfl

Since

the eyes,

the first Dart of the reading-act depends

one may consider such ocular defects (15,

D.282) (17, n.12) as myopia, presbyoDia,

cataracts,

astigmatism, glaucoma, faults of the rods and cones or
other defects of the retina within the eye; strabismus or

cross-eyedness, nystagmus, and other defects of the eye
musculature; and trachoma, conjunctivitis,

and rhinitis,

outside of the eyeballs, but affecting the use of the
eyes.

MyOEnia or near-sightedness, presbyonia

or far-

sightedness, astigmatism or the defect in which the lines
of light from an objeot do not fall on the corresDonding

narts of the two eyes or fall unevenly upon the involved
area of one or both eyes due to unevenness of the surfaces of the retinas or of the lenses or both in one or

both eyes and resulting in unclear delineation of the
object,

can almost always be corrected by glasses.

So can

heterophoria or muscular ineffectiveness that causes the
eyes not to oerate as a single unit or to be under the
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control ot their user.

Separation

o

the retina and the

sclerotic ooat sa that the retinal ooat hangs moro or less
ei'pendiou1ar1y can now be corrected by a relatively sim-

pie and quite

aae

surgical onerat1on by an oeniar

The latter is also true o

cialist.

strabismus

and.

of oataracts.

spe-

the oorreetion of

Praohoma, an Infectious dis-

ease of the eyelids which maï result in blindness;

eon-

junctivitis, or inf1arnnatton of the mucous membranes of
the eyeball or the eyelids;

and rhinitis -- or infiamma-

tion of the nasal passages, inoluding th

tear duct

h1eh

may become olosed, usually yield to medication by the speoïalist.

Cloudiness of the ocular humors, or glaucoma,

eau sometimes be eliminated by with&rawal

of'

the humors,

but this is not :et a thorouh1y safe or satisfactorily

effective pi"ooedure.
complote

Ptosis of the eye, or

artia1 or

ara1ysis of the muscles whIch raise and lower

the uuper eyelids, can be partially overcome by surgical

means to the extent that the "drooping0 of the lid is not

notioeable and does not Interfere with sight nor cause
emotional conmiloations aroused by the reactions of
others

Defects within the retinas are not yet amenable

to correction eioept that which can be a000mnlished

through glasses.
In recent years, inflammation of membranes at the

rear of the eyeball and the adjacent socket have appeared
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to make neoessary the removal

of'

numerous eyeballs.

earlier years, it appears that this
in some

inflammation

In

spread --

casos -- to the oøtic nerves, with fatal results.

Much moro rarely, defects of the optic tract or of the
visual area in the rear

of'

the brain (occipital lobe) due
or cancer interfere with

to blows, high blood Dressure,

vision or reolude
For some time
reading exerts
irregularity.

it entirely.

(58, p.114), the attention of

centered

certain

on muscle imbalance and fusion

A few investigators state that most poor

readers,

ninety per cent or more, were unable to

cause

of'

this condition.

(58,

.l14)

read be-

More thorough investigators

showed that this claim was untenable.

found, in fact,

It was

that (58, o.114) there was about the same

number of visual irregularities of these kinds in both
good and

oor reading ability grouos.

Moreover, it has been clearly demonstrated (58,
i.l15) that most Individuals cannot be classified accu-

rately into "reading
nie,

types".

Few poor readers; for exam-

can be said to lack conmietely

things as visual or verbal

imagery,

or

even extremely such

or towers of associa-

tion, or to belong clearly to any other lucidly defined

single 'type".

It

is

now generally conceded that the

DrinciPle of 'mu1tiple causation" can be applied to most
cases of poor reading.

This simply means that many

I1

factors contribute to

oor reading, and that all oÍ them

must be studied if the needs of the Door reader are to be

DroDerly disclosed.

One would be inclined,

also, to ques-

tien the assumption that one-third (58, p.116) of the

secondary-school pooulation can be characterized as nonverbal and dismissed as uneducable.
The effects of myopia, hyperooia, astigmatism,

and

heterophoria (21, D.120) on reading terformanoe have been
studied ertensive1y.

As these were found in a large nuin-

bar of both good and poor readers, they do not account for
any great

ercentage of necessary reading disability.

Since these difficulties are usually correotible by glasses,

they cannot be considered as constant.

The condition

of marked visual imbalance which they bring about, is un-

questionably a contributing factor to retardation in readIng Derformance.

In cases in which this muscle Imbalance

Is highly Dronounced, It produces deviations of retinal

images sufficient to cause double or blurred vision.

Such

readers (21, p.115) must compensate for this condition by
constant adjustment of the eyes in trying to bring about

better focusing.

This constant effort results in some

fatigue, strain, general nervousness, and confusion in the

Individual.

In conditions where the muscle balance is

normal, the blending of the Images on the proper retinal
areas, or fusion,

is nearly complete.

Where the fusion is
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om'olte, the need. for adjustment is greater and the

1e88

greater is the probability of

ability or

of'

the necessity of

sorno

retardation in reading

greater

perseverance or

will-power In order to accomplish the desired results.
One cannot, however, safely assume (21, p.115) that
there may be perfect fusion of the two retinal

any reading distance
imbalance.

even though

areas at

the eyes have no muscular

Binocular vision (21, p.115) is dependent upon

the image striking corresponding retinal

points.

The

maoulae or fusion area or area of clearest vision of one
eye aiDarently must correspond, point for

similar area of the

other eye for best vision.

cal meridIans of the

oorresnond and

The verti-

two eyes seemingly must everywhere

the same

tal meridians must

point, with the

relationship between the horizon-

edst.

Diplopia, or double vision,

will result if the two Images of an object fall on parts
of'

the two retInas that do not correspond.

.1l5)

There are (21,

two ways of preventing double Viajon when this

faulty condition of the eyes eXIsts.

These are (a) by

forced fusion or (b) by mental suppression of one image -except in oases in which the more

valuable method of cor-

rection by glasses operates effectively.

popularly adhered to reading-defect
causes that were studied with some care (20, p.17) (34,
p.84) showed about the same percentages of right-handedness
Another group of
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and of left-handedness among readers of all abilities.

Hand-preíerences, on the whole, showed little significant
relationshiD to the different abilities in reading among
Bye

the several grouoa studied in the later researches.

r)referenoe,

on the contrary, appeared to show a slight

Among the reading-defect oases (34, p.84),

relationship.

there was a greater proportion of children who preferred
the left eye

in sighting and who showed right-hand

domi-

nance with left-eye dominance than is found in the population at large.

ven this has, however, been questioned by

some workers In this field (20, p.14-5).
It Is obvious that poor motor control of the eyes im-

oedes the orogress of immature and unskilled readers.

Readers (34, v.107-8) who cannot direct the eyes accurately to the printed words and maintain proper motor adjuetment for a normal period of time usually have diffioulty in attending to the visual symbols with sufficient

Dersistence to form the necessary Ideational associations.
Such readers frequently lose their places while reading.
They may skip words or lines.

They often follow the text

with their fingers in order to keeo their places and, In

paying so much attention to the mechanics of reading, may
lose out on the content.
It would appear (20, D.19)

(15, p.290-i)

that visual

defect of some sort or sorts is the most conspicuous
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oharaoterlatic
found.

o

the visual revrsa1s gioups thus ±'ar

Visual reversal (34, p.105) (15, p.29O-1)

tendency to see the
T'dt

t'd" as

,

letter

"p" as "q", "q" as "p", "be' as

ana the words

"form", and similar errors.

is the

sawtr

as

T'was" ,

fromIt as

This reversal tendency (20,

p.19) (45, p.488-9) is common, and instruction in the
first grade should be designed to guide pupils to form not

only consistent left-to-right eye-movements in perception
o

words, but to

ee the letters

and words as they

are.

3ometimes the sliding of a pencil or ruler (35, p.69)

along the text by the teacher serves to keep the pupil's
eyes moving toward the right and also helps him to

elir.ni-

Where earlier opinion was in-

nate the reversal habit.

dined. to associate reading reversal and left-handedness,

later studies (20, p.13-4)

(34) have shown that

left-

handed children show no greater difficulty in reading in

general and no greater tendency to make reversal errors
than do right-handed children. Of those who make reversal
errors, the percentage of left-handed children is (20,

o.13-4) no greater than that in the

poDulation at large.

The poorer reading of left-handed children, where it

occurs, may be associated with disturbance in the word-

center in the brain and

may be

considered as closely

re-

lated to the stuttering which so often occurs when lefthanded writers are forced to change themselves into
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right-handed writers too rapidly and under improDer emotional conditions.

An earlier and more elaborato formulization of this
toole was written by Orton (37, o.l095-9)

in which this

tendency to reversal of letters was called "streDhosymbolla".

He found that it was not oartioularly associated

with sub-normal Intelligence, nor to local brain defect;
but that children with this reading disability showed con-

siderable ability in reading sorlot as seen In a mirror
and in oroducing mirror-writing.

He believed this trait

to be a Dhysiological variant due to the persistent activ-

ity of the non-dominant cerebral hemisphere.

He recom-

mended klnaesthetic training and other forms of proper

instruction In reading as corrective measures offering

Drobable success

Similarly,

in

overoomin

this reading defect.

lack of Drecision In the motor control of

sDeech may Imoede Drogress In reading.

Articulatory

soeech defects due to cleft palate, partial Daralysis,

clumsy movements of

the muscular

mechanisms of seeoh, or

failure to establish orooer motor habits of sneech --

usually through laziness or self-consciousness -- offer
impediments to precise auditory discriminations of seech
sounds and to the formation of good reading associations.

Stuttering also orosents an impediment to reading, either
as a disruotjon in the motor asneots of silent reading
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or In association with confusions and blookings in the

The reader often

word-association aenter of the brain.

oon:ru3es words in reading whioh contain the oonfused

This was shown (27, p.52U-Z3) in a

sounds in speech.

study

the eye-movements

o

o

stutterer during both oral

and silent reading.

rhotogranhio reoords were made

the eye-moveuonts

fifteen stutterers and of non-

oÍ'

stuttrers while they were reading.
mado

01'

o

Comparisons were

the differences in measurements of these eye-

rovemonta.

In oral reading,

regre1ons per

the

tutterers showed more

line, zaore fixation pauses per line, and

about the same average duration of fixation as did normal
sneakers.

Stutterers showed greater differences in eye-

movements during oral and silent reading than did the
normai speakers.

Disturbance

in eye-movements coincident

with speech mechanism disturbances were found.

This fact

suggests a general disequilibration of the nervous
as a whole during stuttering.

system

The child must be able to understand (34, p.96) and
use the speech symbols which are to be associated with
the printed symbols.

The factors which affect speech ad-

versely undoubtedly affect reading (15, p.286-?) in a similar manner by presenting a confusion in the sounds of

words to be associated with the printed symbols.
child, therefore,

is likely to develop

The

confusions In the
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mechanics o' reading both in terms of inner speech and of

oomrehension which would not have been Dresent iÎ his
articulation had been more accurate (35, p.91).
Exaixioles of

faulty articulation can be shown most ob-

viously in the patois of the South in such words as
eriokv

for "creek1, "far" for "fire"', "fur'1 for "for",

and in the exaggerated speech of some radio broadcasters

who make "news" into "nee-uze" and 'Tuesday" into "Cheeuze-day".

Speech handicaDs make for insecurity rather

than for success and for Dleasure in beginning reading.
Lis'ning and other defects of articulation are also fre-

quent causes of trouble in this connection.

Certain words

which have the same endings but are Dronounoed differently
cause confusion in the minds of all beginning readers.
the DuD11S who are "word-minded",

trouble than they do to

puils who

To

they cause much less
are not sensitive

to

word-structure, word-meaning, and pronunciation and who do
not retain words well after they have been introduced to

them once or even several times.

Such a set of words

would be "bough", "cough", "dough", "rough", and "slough"
(a backwater).

The change of "pronounce" to "pronuncia-

tion" has confused numerous DuDils and older people, as
well.

Auditory imoressions of words (34, p.95-6) consist
not only of sound qualities, but also of the temporal
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distribution of sounds In a

attern.

Words are articu-

lated. in sequences o1

sounds, for examDle, "atop" and

t'snot" are different,

not in their sound composition but

in the
A

temporal sequence of sounds in the word

ohild muet be able to

attern.

differentiate the sequence of

sounds as well as the spatial nattern of the letters in

his vision before he can

develop a nhonetio system by

Other

which he can read strange or unfamiliar words.
difficulties

(34, p.106-?) related to the auditory as-

peots of reading are:
1.

Lack of

auditory acuity due to partial deafness

irogress in reading. The child omits endings
non-stressed syllables because he does not hear them.

may im'oede

and

He confuses some of the consonant and

2.

Lack of

sounds may inmede

vowel sounds.

reoision in the discrimination of speech
progress in reading. The difficulty in

discrimination may be due to a defect in the auditory
mechanism for some ranges of pitches and sound qualities.
The difficulty is often associated with articulatory

steoch defects.

When the child confuses words comoosed

of similar sounds, such as

and

'bet',

he has

'aend" and

'sand",

or ttbit"

difficulty in forming visual-auditory

associations.
3.

Lack of precision in the discrimination

temporal sequence of sounds

may impede

of the

progress in

readinR.
of sounds,

The diffiouit:

such as

in the disorirnination of sequenoe

party" for 'Dotter

anä "fOwi

for

"fO1iOw', may result from inability to discriminate the
seDarate sounds of the Dattern.
Ihere a beginning writer tends (20,

p.13-4) to write

in a mirrorwise manner or to write from right to left,

perceDtual habits may be set UD which interfere with the
normal development of reading skills and tend to produce
reversal errors.

This kind of writing-reading situation

is usually readily correotible if enough of the correct

kind of individual attention can be given to the pupil.
The difficulty lies within the contrai nervous system

rather than in the sense organs or the neuro-muscu.lar
system.
The various kinds of causes of reading deficiency
and the irnoortance of each in causing the whole of the

deficiency

(,14,

p.493) have been discussed at considerable

length in the literature, but have been discussed mostly

from limited points of view and backgrounds.

It was

thought at one time that poor mental ability was the fore-

most cause of reading disability, but children with high

intelligence quotients frequently have marked reading diffioulties.

everthe1ese, it is obvious that people of

limited intelligence must be limited in their ability
to
read because they do not have the ability to handle many
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Ideas rapidly or the mental power to understand oomDlex
or abstract Ideas at all.

It

13

well known that (44, p,493-4) continued or

lengthy absences

part

on the

Btagos of learning or

at

any

the Thndamentals

years when

at the

oÍ the Ohild

initial

time in the early school
o

education are being

may

cause deficiencies In the material being

the

time such a child has returned. to the class,

taught

By

learned.

the rest

of the children have gone forward and there is a real gap

between the piace at which he left off and the place at

which he begins again.

If

such children

are bright and

industrious, they will practice by themselves until they
have gained

skills

the

average or better but,

lazy,

they

needed to bring them u to class
if they are timid,

should be tutored

over

the

confused, or

material missed.

Sometimes, a child who enters school does not have a

mental age equal to his chronological age.

If

a child

is

not at least six years (44, p.44) of age mentally, he is

not ready to begin reading because he does not see the
similarities and

differences which are needed in the reo-

ognitiori and the use of the symbols that make up reaãing.

If the child stumbles along In his reading,
carrot-fashion and
doing,

memorizing

with no understanding of what he is

there is soon too much for him to remember and

begins to

make

confusions that take a long time to

he
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eradicate.
The subject of Individual differences

tional large oart in learning to read.

1ays an addi-

Not all Dupils

troçress at the same rate, and some need more time and
more reDetitions than others.

raid

sented at too

When vocabulary is pre-

a rate and without mastery, many

chu-

dren rely on guessing, with its attendant confusion and
worry.

Since, in every class, the needs of the children

vary, the teacher should have at her diso osai all valuable

oersormel records which
ouoils' abilities.

will enable her to interoret the

At whatever grade the difficulty is

discovered, some attemot to correct it should be made.
The reading oroblem (44, p,493) is an all-school

Readth

is a nhase of thinking, not (44,

problem.

o.496) an iso-

lated subject.
Some of the oersonality and emotional factors (34,

o.11O)

orogress in reading are attentional
resistance to reading, fear, timidity, embar-

that hinder

instability,
rassrnent,

and withdrawal,

In some oases,

emotional fac-

tors may be due to poor habit-training or to constitutional Instability;

In other cases,

the emotional factors may

learn to read well in

result directly from the failure to

comarison with the other ouoils in the grades in which

aggravate

the puoils are located.

These may

each other; for example,

it has been

or increase

shown (50, D.526)
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that emotional maladjustment, eseoia11y emotional reac-

tion

to the

reading situation, may be caused by reading
Non-readers usually

disability.

sho'n

such an emotional

reaction, but so do poor readers who have no actual physiological disabilities.

in reading

Sometimes the failure to imDrove

ability in resonse to specific remedial tech-

niques, on the parts of children who do not reason quickly,

is a symDtom of underlying emotional illness.

An

investigation of the emotional backgrounds (33, p.271) of
thirty normally intelligent children with reading difficulties showed that one-third of the children had overly

hostile mothers

arid

another third had mothers who were

markedly tense, critical, and coercive in their attitudes.

Miscellaneous
one-third.

emotional problems were found in the other

Tho read1n

of an occasional child may be

affected by general emotional conditions, but the emotions
of children are usually attached to eDecific sltuation8

and the fact that a child may be unset, discouraged,

con-

fused, or rebellious In one activity does not necessarily

make it IrnDossible for him to delight In another.

The

only successful way to remove (15, p.284) emotional blocking that Interferes with reading is to Drovide the child

with a carefully graded and well-motivated program In
reading.
]'arents often are blamed for the

oor attitudes
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(15, 1).204) which children eyhiblt.
a

Â Thw teaühers take

gossipy delipht in pointing out that the ohild Is not

or
disoiDilned at home and that his Inattention in school

his attentioìial flightiness oome
school (13, p.396) should,

i

from thiG source.

The

DOSBIbIG, ident1'y early

any cause,
those ohfldren likely to fail In reading, from
and provide them with

rograms suitod to their needs and

with trained teachers to carry out tho orograms.

This ao-

Dlles to the fearful or the timid child, the child who Is
easily and frequently embarrassed, and the child who withBefore
draws into himself at the slightest provocation.
the child can make much Drogress In reading, he must be

taught to overcome his emotional difficulties.

he

train-

ing In the two should go hand-In-hand rather than sena-

rately, but the greater early emDhasls should be on the

correction of the emotional disabilIty.
Influence of oersonaiity factors

uon

The

extent of

the

success or failure

In reading Is still not clearly understood,

but it is

n

Irirortant factor and should be consIdered in any well-

balanced Instructional orogram In reading.

The establish-

ment (3, p.125) of good emotional relatlonshios

In reading

programs which have beon successful may account for much
of the success which has been attributed to the
in the instruction in

the act

methadolor

of reading.

In oral reading (45, o.l58),

teachers are not only

3]-

coneernod with the eye-moverient habite but also

with the

vocalIzation hibits. This habit o making adequate vocalIzation pau$es between word grouis In oral reading so as
to allow time

or the eye and

mind to recognize

the next

word grout is exoeedingly important in reauing in the primary grades.

Undoubtedly the uevelopnient of rhythmical

reading greatly aids the building o proper eye-movement habits in the primary utagee. The teacher, however, should not get (45, p.483) the misconception
and fluent oral

that the span oÍ recognition Thr a single eye-pause is the
same longth as the

maning unit grasped by

uttered by the voice.

the mind and

The child (45, p.4U3) who reads

right on without regard for commas or periods is, obviously, not giving proDer attention to the meaning oÍ

reading matter.
oorreotion

o±

the material

The

the

bost method for the prevention or the

this tendency is attention to the thought of

being read and reasonable stress on the natu-

ral exression of

the meaning rather than a dogged and un-

thoughtful determination to

read what has to be read and

get it over with or undue emohasis on oral reading or

"eloeution' as the end to be achieved.
(48, p.430-i)

Ing are

Tiffin found

that although silent reading and oral read-

recoiIzed as being essentially different

3

prooesses,

many clinicians make use of oral reading as a

diagnostic tool in the treatment of poor silent reading.
Poor silent readers are also inferior in oral reading, and
make essentially the
and oral reading.

saine

kinds of errors in both silent

These are, ìrinoiDaily, vocalizing to

oneself and non-interpretative reading.

A slow (15, p.293) silent-reading rate may result
from vocalization or lin movements carried over from oral
reading, if the two are not carefully seDarated in praotice.

ifl

silent reading (38, r.55), one is usually un-

conscious of physical activity in the throat or vocal
cords though one may be aware that his lips are moving as
though to form the words for oral reading if this is

actually the case.

This phenomenon is 1'iown by various

names -- inner sDeeoh, vocalization or, when more obvious,
as liD movement.

When one considers the length of the

period which elaDses

before a child enters school and the

extent to which he is bound to speak and often to read

aloud after he has entered,

it is

not surorising that

his vocal apparatus is likely to resiond as though he were

goin

to say the words aloud.

reasons for

There are, thus, several

the ohenomenon of vocalization.

Even with

skilled silent readers, vocalization or even exolosive
sooeoh may occur under conditions of intense concentration
of attention, eoitenvnt,

or emotion.

Teachers would do
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ronounoed. habitual inner sDeech

well to remember that

eper-

tends to retard the rate of silent reading and that
iments (20) (38, o.55) have

sho'Q'rn

that

children can learn

to read almost from their first beginnings without obvious

artioulatory responses.
duce inner speech,
enrnhasis of the

In

however,

attempting (38, p.55) to rethe teacher should avoid overin order

reression of this activity

to

avoid mental confusion and worry on the parts of the young
readers.

After all, even silent

Vocalization

It

reading Is

cannot be comletely

talking to oneself.

eliminated In

can only be reduced, as shown by exterlments

reading.
involving

the use of galvanometric contacts placed

on the throat

experiments show

that activity

over

the larynx.

occurs in

These

the larynx

in even the most rapid

silent

read-

ing.

Similarly, there is activity of the tongue during
silent reading.

This was shown by the filling of the

mouths of several exoerimental human subjects with small
balloons oonneoted with pneumograDhs which were, in turn,
connected with kymograh recording drums.

From a study

of these records, it was concluded that

involuntary tongue

movements are very common, if not always

resent, during

silent reading (42, o.386).
Ing to oneself and here,

too,

Similarly, thinking is talk-

vocalization can

be reduced
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to a desirable minimum but never eliminated.

tant (38, p.55) le the Imrovement o

minimizing or elimination

Very impor-

reading through the

certain acconipanying undesir-

o

able habite other than vocalization -- lip-movement, head-

movement, finger-pointing, wandering attention, eyestrain, and other signa of bodily fatigue.

The most (15, p.293) (34,

.11O) prevalent condition

among the poor rew3ers in the elementury school, however,
is chronic inattention.

Mind-vandering (8,

the worst enemies of effective readlnp.

should make a careful study of her

.2)

is one of

The teacher

uiis

and

nroare

a

undesirable habite which tend
so much to retard reading progress.

The teacher's per-

sonal interest, sympathy, and watchfulness can do much to

deorease or eliminate these obviously

oor techniques in

reading.

According to Monroe (34, o.18), no other factor which
was studied affected reading ability among beginning readers as much as ses.

lier

figures imply that there le some-

thing about a boy which makos
a girl to fall in reading.

hirn

nino times as likely as

It may be surmised that

greater adatab1lity ami willingness to please of

the

gr1s

accounts for a large tart, if not all, of this difference,
if lt is a real and wideaDread difference.
In many individuals (34, p.99-lOU)

(32, p.285-6),
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reading di8ability is the result of poor vocabulary or

difiou1ty
shios.

in combining

words

o

into mean1ngÍ'ul relation-

Some children oossess vocabularies so limited that

they cannot grasp the meanings

o

the material being read;

others who have adequate vocabularies are so poorly
trained that they are unable to follow the organization
the relationshiPs Of the words read.

thereThre, meaningless to them.

o

The sentences are,

The f'irst group of

chu-

dren cannot utilize contet in giving cues to words since

their vocabularies are too meager to suggest possibilities
for the unknown words,

The second group of children whose

facility in the organization of language is badly limited

may become confused in reading even though they possess
adequate

vocabularies.

One of the imi,ortant reading

habits to develop (22, p.51) is an acquisitive attitude
toward vocabulary.
The role of oonoeDts in reading ability was ítudied
by Murnhy (36, D.21) by oom'arison of the oonceDts of ten
good and ten poor readers in completeness, organization,

clarity, and accuracy.

A definite relationshiD was found

between reading ability and the last three of these, but
not between reading ability and oomoleteness or richness
of

conoets.

Murphy believed the armarent lack of rela-

tionshiD was due to his technique rather than to a real

absence of relationship.
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There Is no easy (12, p.338) road to the acquisition
of vocabulary.

knows that

Anyone who has studied a Threign language

ew words are learned casually.

way

o:f

it,

use it, and occasionally review it.

The only sure

learning a word is to isolate it, analyze it, study
Such drill can

sometimes be made interesting, sometimes not.
be,

so much the better;

essential.

but the sugar-coating is

because the

teachers

know that the children

must know the words very thoroughly; but,

many

teachers avoid

Usually a child (15,

in grade after

word drill -- and all other

drill -- merely because it appears to be

oific'

not

In the lower school grades, a drill method is

sometimes used

grade,

If it can

monotonous.

n.278) is said to have a "ape-

reading disability or to be seriously retarded in

reading when his reading achievement is a year or more

below

his mental ago. Dull children cannot

work up to

grade standards when they are mentally immature for their

grades, yet any child may be expected to do as well as hie
mental age allows. Of each four children (15, D.270)

falling behind in

reading, however, one is likely to be

of normal or superior mental age for his grade.
In learning to read (34,

aeed

of reading may develop habits which impede progress

in reading.

and

.lO9), over-emphasis on

reading

The child may become breathless and excited,

errors of all kinds may increase, particularly
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p.109) to
gain time apear, suoh as oiaring the throat betw'en
wordB, 1nsrtIng 1'ah", repoating portions of eontnoes be:rore htrd words while the words aro studied under oover o1
omissions of sounds

the reîet1t1on.

bal

Many

substitutions (34, p.109)

fails to

gtYe

and

illogThe

an accurate account of the content

after reading. Over-enmhass

on

(34, p.109)

80mo rnetklod3

word-recognition, too, may develop habtts which impede

progress In reading.
p.109)

or

(34,

worCs, guessed hurrledLy from context, appear.

ohild
o:r

Mannerisms

and worth3.

Overstress

to new words sometimes

o

contextual cues (34,

roduces improvised reading

icture reading, substitutions, additions of words,

and

great emphasis on scrno systems oÍ
phonetio analysis, such as explosive sounding or gUJI" for
"g", "puh" for "p", revents sound-blending. Phonetic
omissions of words.

Too

systems of (34, ï.109) rhyming, auch as "oat", "hat",
"sat", may stimulate reversals if the child looks fir8t at

the nndthg

to

"identify the family" and then makes a re-

gressive

movement to the beginning of the word; but

of these

are easily corrected

There

is

no one

best

way

by an

both

alert teacher.

(15, p.1) to teach reading.

Despite a large number of publications

on

the teaching of

reading -- rofessional books, teachers' manuals, national
committee reports, and resaroh studios -- no one has yet
discovered

a

definite serios of steps which

a

teacher

may

Thilow with the assurance that all pupils will grow in

reading ability in the most

efficient

It is (14,

manner.

p.1) unlikely that research will ever discover a single

method which will be the most efficient one Thr all PuPils

and

all teachers.

number

aoh teacher (44, v.496) must have a

and variety of procedures to use with each

group that is learning to read.

As

so must the ways of instructing the

the

puil

or

attention changes,

upil chango.

The

teacher should choose suitable material for individual

uils

and take the resDon8ibility for having variety

among her selections so that their interest will, if posIf the teacher has the pupil's in-

siblo, be maintained.
terest, she will give

him encouragement more

effectively,

and make the exoerience of learning to read a happy one;
but, just as one cannot (1,

by

laying only against

t.8) imrove his tennis

oonents

he can readily beat, so

imrove his skill in reading unless

one cannot

game

he works on

something that taxes his effort and demands new resources.
The balance between building self-confidence and better

reading habits is a very real one which requires sensitiveness on the part of the teacher in order that she may

know when to encourage the child with familiar material
and.

(1,

when to
.l),

urge him

forward with new.

it follows that in

roortion

For older readers
as the groat books

have fallen from their traditional alacos as major sources
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of learning, it has become less and less possible

to

students how to read. One cannot teach them how to
read well if, for the most Dart, they are not called. upon
to use their skill in its highest forms.
From time to time (59, 1D.86) (5, .4O2), various phonetic methods of teaching reading have been advocated for
use with Door readers. 'honotic methods have been made
basic in the highly systematized method develoDed by Monroo and used in her carefully planned therapeutic measures
for the correction of reading disabilities at tho Institute of Juvenile Research in Chicago and, later, in her
teach

work with nubile-school children.

The theoretical (59,

p.86) basis of this method is different from that of

Fernald, but the

In non-

practice is somewhat similar.

roe's method, word elements are blended into word-wholes
in a tresentation of simple phonetic elements which aim to

helo the child to perceive and to pronounce words.
a basio

After

vocab1ary has been acquired, the children read
The first step involves

from primers or first readers.

teaching the elementary sounde from cards on which the

pictures of several objects beginning with the same consonant or vowel are mounted.

1Tords (59, p.86-7)

are

usually selected which contain a vowel immediately after
the consonant.

By repeating these exercises,

finally masters the consonants.

the child

Similarly, letter-object
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cards, '1cvlsed to resent the vowels, are Introduced.
After the elementary 1ettr onnd are acculred, drilla
8re used to Thster discrimInatIon o like and unlike consonants and vowel sounds. Later, like and unlike sounds
of Increasing degrees o difficulty are slowly Introduood.
Then unusual diffIculty is emorienoed by a child in retaming these associations, manual tracing is Introduced
as a relnThroement.
About 1920 (59, p.84-5) the klnaesthetio method or

manual-tracing method was videly reoogn ized and recoinmended Thr Its hel'

in ellmlnatinp

the difficulties o

'

children who, after several years of school experience,
could recognize few or no words.

Fernald and Keller

(18, p.355-77) were able to teach many seemingly hopeless

non-readers to read by having them trace with their fingers th various letters and the commonest words as they
were cut out of sandpaper or sheet-metal, corduroy and
other kinds of cloth, or aInted on glass or wood, raised
in relIef or

carved into panels of'

wood by

woodcarving,

similar Ingenious devices. Klnaesthetio (15,
p.180) (34, p.116) methods usually involve elaborate
exercises and devices, such as tracing, writing on the
blackboard with the eyes closed as the teacher guides
the hand; writing in the air wIth the eyes closed; and
other dramatic procedures.
and many
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sma

It

1ons1y

to b'

hadtoaed

nnonsary

(18, p.3?6)

for the ser-

non-reader to dev1op oertain klnaes-

thetic backgrounds be'ore ho oan peroeive the visual sen-

st1ons for whioh the printed words form
'uen

the assoolatlons between Che

word seem not to be

1ed

soken

without th

the stimulu8.

and the nrinted

kinasthetio links.

the six o.ses re,orted. (is, p.355),

in all but one

o

,rocrress took

1aoe in Thur distinct stages:

(a)

to write by tracing aocornraxiied by artloulatton;

learning
(b)

asso-

elating the written with the 'orinted word during which
stage the child comes to r000n1ze words which have been

written by the teaoher and traced and pronounced by the
chiic;
the

(c)

writing a new word from memory after looking at

rinted 000y and repeating it to himse1.

In this

stage, the child may be unable to recoyiize new words
he ha
has;

i

not traced or written them btt rarrly fails if he
rmnà

(à)

the ability to

ronounoe new words

resemble worts nlredy learned.
normal ability to read.

The end

o1

i

they

this stage was

Progress under ChIs method varied

directly with intelligence

or these confirmed non-

readers.

The more Intelligent required less time spent in

tracing.

The motor tentleney was obviovs even after read-

Ing skill was acquired, and the ohlidren continued to make

slight movements of the hands and to articulate when they
came to difficult words.
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In teaching the non-verbal ohlidren to road by the

kinaesthetio method, the Drooedure with the Individual
involved the following steìs:

The child (59) mentioned a

word that he wanted to learn.

This word was written In

large scrlDt on cardboard, or cut out of varying kinds of

material.

The child looked at the word, said It, and

When he was sure that he had

traced it many times.

learned the word, he attemoted to write it -- saying the
syllables as he wrote.
this time.

The model was not before him at

After he had mastered a few words, the first

word was then shown to him in orint.

If,

at this point

he failed to recognize It, he reDeated the entire process.

By such reoetitions, he mastered his first few words.
When the child requested that he be allowed to learn
sentences, he was taught the words of a sentenoe as before
and thereafter wrote the sentence from memory as many

times as he wished.

Sentences acquired In this manner

were then orinted on cardboard or were tyred.

These sen-

tences and others were read by the child and the words in
these sentences were reoeated in various other sentence

forms from day to day.

which ho wished to read.

Later, the child seleoted a book

Before he read a paragraph, each

word which he had already learned was eoosed by means of
a slit-cardboard device and,

if he

word, It was oronounced for hIm.

could not read the

He said and wrote the
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If he experienced dif-

word without looking at the copy.

fioulty or confusion in writing the word after he bad
looked at it in Drint, he was again given the script form
from which he learned it in his first contacts with the
word.

After the words in the new taragraph were mastered,
the slits were adjusted to include

hrases.

Phrases were

ex,osed reDeatedly until they were recognized quickly.
There, the

eosure

time was decreased until lt was

fiolent for the distinct reading

paragranh was then presented.

of each

word.

meuf-

An entire

The child was told to read

the taragraph to himself and to describe its contents.

Finally, he was encouragei to read to himself.

Unusual

success in teaching reading in this way was reported by
Fernald and her students.

While Gates (20) and Witty (58) have shown that deaf
children can learn to read without using these basic kin-

aesthetlo-oral devices, there is a great deal of difference in teaching reading to definitely established non-

readers and to deaf children.

These writers claim that

these and other examoles of learning wherein the kinaes-

thetic and oral elements are incidental or absent lead one
to question the validity

of Fernald's

statement that

'tit

seems necessary for the child to develop a certain kinasethetic

background before he can apperceive

the visual
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sensations

or which the Drinted words form the

It would seem that these writers (20)

stimulus1'.

(58) have confused

the issue.

They (20) (58) wrote, further, that reading as a

meaningful act involves perceiving words in oattorns in

which inter-dependent rolationshis of sensory organs and
the entire nervous system occur: hence,

it seems to them

needless -- as well as a psychologically mistaken oversimiflification -- to try to isolate so precisely the steps
in learning to read or to state the order in which various

sensory stimuli should be presented and that the success
sometimes achieved when the Fornald method is emoloyed is

trobably traceable to the better teacher-uiil relationships which result from the unusual attention accorded the

learner and from the provision of attainable goals for

p.85-6) admit, however, that this
teohnlaue requires children to give intensive, focalized

him.

They (20) (69,

attention to words and their parts; whereas poor readers

frequently perceive these elements only vaguely and
casually at best.
In some instances, then, Gates and Witty admit that
increased clarity in perception takes place under the
erriald methods. 1hile they claim that undesirable concomitants resulting from the unnecessary confusion of
'nrint and scri'rt, the artificiality of the training
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devices, and the barrenness of the content probably offset

any gains accruing from the increased self-confidence

which the child may develoD from his systematically successful experiences with words and their

elements, they

have not yet disproved the considerable success of Fernald
and her students in the teaching of non-readers to read,

often after other methods and other teachers have failed.

Tinker (49, p.381) has presented a large amount of
evidence that eye-movement

atterns do not cause,

but

reflect, efficient or oor performance, as the oase
may be. Inefficient eye-movement habits (52, p.1-10) are
symitoms rather than causes of reading disability and are
merely

readily eliminated as reading efficiency imoroves;

there-

fore, eye-movement measurement and specific training of

eye-movements
Ing skill.

the improvement of read-

often advanced that
college freshmen (41, p.13)

The conclusion so

tachistosootio
(52,

are unnecessary in
training of

.1O) (59, p.209)

in eye-movement-pacing results In

imnroved reading (41, p.13) efficiency is, therefore,

probably misleading.

After careful evaluation of

many

studies, however, TInker (49, p.381-?) wrote that there
is no evidence that training or

develos, per

se,

improved reading

pacing of eye-movement

effective motor habits which result in

ability.

This conclusion should
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discourage largo amounts of time to be spent in remedial
efforts oonsistlng of drill and practice with flash cards,
taohistosoones, mirrorscoDes, and highly mechanized devices such as the
the eye-camera.

Metron-O-ScoDe,

the sliding slate, or

These devices often have the valuable of-

feot of stimulating attention,

interest,

and effort on the

arts of 000r readers and increase their reading ability;
but only indirectly and not directly.

Convincing results

negating

the value

oÍ'

eye-movement

training were reported also by Clark (ii, p.538).

An

analysis of the results of a pacing experiment reported by
Anderson (2,

.57-6O)

showed clearly that the reader is

not forced by the nature of the erercises into making the

rhythm of the eye-movements desired.

In some oases,

he

(2) found greater irregularity during such practice than

was shown in uncontrolled reading.

Eurich (16, p.122)

found that the validity of nhotograPhio eye-movement

recorda could not be established with any of the following:

The

Minnesota Reading ixamination

for College

Stu-

dents, The Minnesota Speed of Reading Tests, The Stanford

Achievement

Test,

or college grades.

On the other hand (19, p.693-8), a study concerned

with the effects on the various types of eye-movements
from a series of speed drills with the Metron-O-Scope
claimed the results to be very successful.

Others have

claimed similar results.

It is more probable, however,

that any improvement in reading which may have
resulted

from the use
on some other

these or similar devices must be explained
basis than that of the control exerted by

o±

the exercises on eye-movements as such.

Aroused atten-

interresults

tion, greater ilertness, better effort, and greater
est might well explain any improvement in reading

obtained.

iducators (56, preface) have

long recognized

that

ability has been the basic cause for many
failures. The recognition of this fact occurred

poor reading
academic

first in the elementary schools where reading was considered. a fundamental part of the curriculum.

recent decades, poor reading

In more

ability has been recognized

as the cause of many inìdividual scholastic
failures at

both the high school ana the college academic levels.

While the comparative inability of high school
DUOjiS to read was discussed earlier in this thesis,
the

inability in reading of college
dents deserves consideration.
ì).4-5)

and even graduate
It

stu-

is only recently (55,

that colleges and universities have acknowledged

this reading problem and have formulated plans
for dealing

with it.

The first "Methods of Study' class at
the col-

lege level of which the writer knows was
established in

1923 (30, p.88).

Formerly educators Ignored the problem.
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They asaumed (55, p.4_5)

that students

who had

been ad-

mitted into aolleges or universities Dossessed adequate
reading skills. I the students did not tossess or aoquiTe euch skills, they fell by the academic wayside.
With the greatly increased college and university enrollmente, the number o ocor readers became too great to be
ignored although it is true that the majority of colleges
and universities have, at present, taken no steps or only

half-hearted steps in the establishment of Methods of
Study classes or classes in remedial reading, remedial
mathematics, remedial English, vocabulary building, and
similar courses (30, p.90-i).
Thile it may be true (8, ï.3) that "by the sixth
grade of the elementary school, children can master the
basic factors of the reading process so well that, for
material within their range of exoerience and within their
vocabulary, they can read wIth as much speed and with as
full understanding as adults can read the same (comparable)
kind of materIal"; the fact remains that many students who
have been admitted to colleges and universities cannot
read satisfactorily well.

Strang reDorted (46, p.38-41) that one-third of fourh'undred-and-thirty-seven college freshmen were inferior In

reading composition to the average high school freshman.
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Horning (25, p.13), in a study of the reading dis-

abilities
o:f

of

university freshmen as showìi by an analysis

their Dartial scores on a oomtrehensive entrance exam-

inatlon, drew several conclusions.
o±

the

One of these was that

students who were in the lowest quintile of the

reading conmrehension examinations, only a ±ew people
Diaced high in language usage, mathem&tios, following

directions and general informition parts of the general
college entrance test.

Those students who made the poor-

est scores in the reading comprehension examination made

poorest

showings in the

The rankings tended

to

other

phases of the examination.

rove that

slow in coinorehending the printed

the

individual who is

page has

achieving success in other subjects of

the

difficulty

in

curriculum.

A tabulation (25, î.14) presenting the tyoioal errors
of this group in reading ranked them according to fre-

quenoy of occurrence in the following order:
1.

Inability to isolato the several elements of
an involved statement,

2.

Inability to grasp the full meaning of the
question as stated,

3.

Inability to select the best one from among

4.

InabilIty to associate related elements,

5.

InabIlity to follow a thread of thought

several possible answers,

through a maze

of detail,
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6.

FaIlure to grasp from riven ex'lanatIons the
signlfioanoe of oonceits essential to the
understanding of the oontet rosented later,
and

7.

Careless, irrational, or impossible answers,
due 'ossibly to some oeouliar Individual
exoerience,.

The vocabularies of many college and university etti-

dents are also so Door that they are distinct handicaps to

scholastic success.

A study

(4'?,

p.213-5) was conducted

on a grouD of more than 2,000 starting freshmen at one of
the large universities to find out whether or not one

could orediot the possible college success from a vocabu-

lary test that was part of the Diacemont test for Fnglish.
The conclusion drawn from the grades of all of these students was that those who had the best vocabularies at the

beginning of the freshman year did better work academioally.

The weaker the vocabulary, the lower the grades

received In almost all oases.

Bernard (4, o.495) found

that, for 168 university students taking a course in

mental hygiene, vocabulary test scores were better indicators of college success than any other singlo measure.

Teachers (4, p.496) would do well to consider the advis-

ability of giving more si,eoiflo attention to vocabulary
building Instead of trusting that development will be
achieved through concomitant learning.

Better vocabu-

laries (4, n.495) will increase not only the students'
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oorntrehensions of what they read but make Dossible a more

refined and accurate expression of their ideas and knowledge. In all of these ways (4, p.494), students and
others may broaden their concepts in such a way as to improve the quality of their thinking.
McGami (31, p.183-6) and others have shown that vocahulary training oan be given along with a remedial readIng program which stresses study assignments for the imDrovement of reading, note-taking, and outlining; and re-

suit in
An
51)5)

marked imorovement in

all

exoerirnent was performed by

to find what effect

skills.

of these

Matthews (29, p.499-

training in reading would have on

Derformance In beginning rhetoric courses.
nary results showed that

students

who do

rhetoric have Door reading abilities.

The prelimi-

inferior

work in

Two groups of stu-

dents (29, D.409-505) who were equal In scholastic aptitude but who had obtained "B's" in rhetoric or "D's" in
rhetoric were comared In reading abilIty.

group was

inferior In rate

ferior in comprehension.

of reading and

The

latter

markedly in-

Thcperimental classes In rhet-

orlo In which the students were given intensive training
in reading as well as the regular work in composition

were held.

The members of these

eerimontal classes

suroassed the regular classes in both reading skill and
In composition at the end of the experiment.
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(26, p.377-81) has described a mueh larger

iiunuioi2tt

'program for the inmrovomont of

sity.

This prograz

yea3?.

Lost

th

of'

reaUng akill

tnro1ied about a tbouard
tudenta

-er'

3ohools of law and medicino

section

3ome

ii3

m4e

was

of film

nohanioal eutirnnt; but

atr1,
tiuch

their rei1ing.

flash carthi, índ of

wa

more u

made of ihort

rntmeogr*hod material Thr the infornil measurernnt
and eomprehenaion in reading.

s',00d

aoh

These 000porate

dtffernt methods of 1mprov1n

in studying

a

tudnts in

were errol1e.,

to fifteen members.

1tm1te

wzi

tudent

frethinen, but members of

other olasas -- even graduato 3tudent8 an1
the

in a unlver-

of'

The students usually

wanted help In vooz.bulary building and in increasing their
oonoentration

of'

According to IunnIoutt (26,

attention.

p.38l), the results

of'

this

nroram were

atIfythg.

Oonaiderable attention has been given to the effeota
of EOOd or

cuirtn

t1

r,00z'

u

reading ability on standardized tests reof'

language, in both the rneaauremt of

tntellIpence and of the command of school subeots and in

)no!lodge of right-and-wrong.
About the college level, ?etxotto (3s, p.411) wrote
that it seemed

r&d1n

vdent from

tho results of her study that

effic1'iic' is an important factor in scores

achieved on a verbal scholastic atitude (mental) test,

Her conclusion that It Is toaslble to use these soore

as a
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preliminary screening device Íor students who need remedial reading courses In college needs Thrther elaboration
and

suni,ort.

xflon

At lower age

levels, considerable influence

the mental test scores of good or of 000r readers who

took mental tests based upon the use of language or read-

ing was found when these scores were compared with those
obtained by these same children on mental tests which re-

quired

little

or

no reading (14, o.412-6).

efeots

The

strenuous training in reading between two mental tests

the verbal

variety on the same

of increasing the
o.4l)

o
o

rouo of children was that

scores on the second mental test (23,

(10, p.439).

The effects of reading ability on

subject-matter tests is obvious.
Kohs (28, o.l-l5) worked out an ethical discriminatian test of the ienoil-and-pater variety.

consisted

It

largely of the interpretation of proverbs and of rating
several groups of offenses as more or as less serious.

Baubenheimer (40) and Cady (9) also performed a
exoeriment with similar material.

similar

All three found that

these paer-and-oenoi1 verbal tests were

fair

tests of

intelligence in that the more intelligent delinquent

marked the choices he thought would make the best imression while the

duller

the material as well

non-delinquent who could not grasp

miht mrk any

of the choices in the

multiple-choice statements and aroear to be more
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delinquent than even the oonfirmed delinquents.

During the last three or tour decades numerous standardized tests of reading ability have been

develoe.

Among the first of these were the single-page tests, each
based upon selected passages in the elementary readers
The

the day.

puils

timed with a sto

read the selected passage and were

watch on the time used.

At the same

the teacher made as mach note as possible o

time,

o

the

amount of lim-movement oÎ the DuDI1S while they read.

Im-

mediately afterward, the Du'nils wrote as much of the
e.g.,

story;

"The

rasshopers', as they could remember.
over and

¶Vhen this was comnieted, they turned the page

answered as many of the questions there as they could

without referring to their written material on the other
side
self.

of'

the page or to the Drinted copy of the story it-

The test took no account o± the varying degrees

ami1iarity which the

puils might have had with

leotion before the test was given.
would be poor, as well.

o

the se-

Obviously, the timing

The method of scoring the test

was quite subjective, and the norms would be considered

rather nrimltive today; but this test was
at objectivity in measuring reading skill.

eri

initial step
in

aot,

the

tests in current use do not depart widely from this gen-

oral nian.

The later tests do not require the writing o

the material which has been read to the ouoils orally or
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which the pupIls may read

f'or

themse1ve.

The tester is

no longer asked to estimate the amount of lip-movement.

current test-booklets,

In the

printed.

short simplo

aragraphs are

Beneath eaoh set of paragraphs from two to ten
rinted.

questions are

These may require written answers,

or they may require simifly the checking of the one,
or three parts

of'

five-part multiple-ohoice

two,

items which

are correct according to the material contained In the

paragraph above.

These

answer sheets which are
all.

not parts

the test booklets at

o

This method permits the answer sheets to be scored

by machine.
o:f

answers may even be marked on

It is also more

test booklets.

It also

economical in terms of cost

results

in

slightly

scores.

Such tests usually yield three or even

scores.

IÍ

there is a vocabulary sub-te8t,

lower

it

Í'our

includes a

column oÍ words eaoh of which is followed by, usually,
ftve words from among which the student chooses what he

believes to be the most nearly equivalent word.

The score

from this sub-test is usually the number of words correctly defined.

The paragraDh-question or multiple-ohoioe

answer part of the test usually yields two scores, a rate
score and a comDrehension score.

The former is based upon

the number of answers given, without regard to their cor-

rectness.
answers.

The latter is based on the number of

correct

A fourth score frequently consists of the sum of

these three scores but usually with its own table of

norms whloh yields an inder ot general
The

oonrnarative sooros,

reading

ability.

eithor in terms o± grade-

level of the reader's accomplishment or in

percentile

standing among his own grouP, often have stimulating effects on

effort

the reader's performance through increase of

and

attention.

With

the very poor reader, of

course, the result may be discouragement or a rash effort

which results in poorer ierformanoe.

These may

viated by the more able teachers and, In any

part of life as

be

alle-

event, are

it is.

Among the more widely used of the current reading
tests are:

1lementary School

Burgess

Silent Reading Tests

Ohaoman-Oook Speed

of Reading Tests

Chapman-Holzinger Unspeeded Reading Oorimrehension
Ohaman Unsoeeded Reading Comprehension
Detroit Reading Tests
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achievement
Gates Reading Survey for Grades 3-10
Haggerty Reading Examination

Iowa Silent Reading Test
Monroe Silent Reading Test

Pressy Diagnostic Reading Test
Publio School Achievement Test In Reading
Sangren-Woody Reading Tests
Shank Test of Reading Comrehension, Form 1 and 2
Stanford Achievement Test (Reading Sections)
Advanced Form, grades 4 to 9, Inclusive
Thorndike-MoCall Reading Saales, grades 2 to 8
Trailer Silent Reading Pest, First Series
Unit Scales of Attainment in Reading,
Divisions 1, 2, and 3
Williams Reading Test for Grades, 4 to 9
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High School
Co-operative Reading Test
Iowa Silent Reading Test, Advanced Form
Nelson-Denny Reading Test
Poley Precie Test
Schrammel-Gray High School Reading Test
Shank Test of Reading Comprehension, Form 3
Thorndike-MeCall Reading Saales, grades 9 to 12
Traxier High School Reading Test, First and Second

Series

Unit Scales of Attainment in Heading, Division 4
Whiple High School Reading Test
College

or University

Co-oDerative Reading Test
Iowa Silent Reading Test

Nelson-Denny Reading Post
Sahrammel-Gray College Reading Test
Thorndike Reading Test
Whipple College Reading Test
Other tests of vocabulary
literature are available.

knowledge and of knowledge of

From the material of the brief survey of the problems
of learning to read and of teaching others to read,

may

readily

nor a

8imDle

understand that

skill. Perhaps

reading is

one

neither a single

one should wonder not so much

that there are non-readers or poor readers as that the

more skillful readers achieve the results which they do.

OHAPT1R III

A STtTLJY OF TUE REAi.ING ABILITIES
OF ONE HtThU)RE) AT'Ti) FOUR COLLEGE FHES1tEN
During the winter

quarter of 1948-1949, the

writer

gave reading tests at the beginning and at the end of the

quarter to Thur classes in "Methods of Study" at Oregon
The results include the reading scores of

State College.

the one-hundred-four students who took both tests.

three of these

classes, the

Form T was used.

Reading Test

Co-operative Reading Test O-2,

In the thIrd class,

was used.

In

the Nelson-Denny

In order to make the results corn-

Darable, the scores were converted into percentile ratings

from the tables
centile

accomi,anylng each

soors may

test.

While these per-

be somewhat less accurate than the

actual scores, they are -- without much question -- accurate enough for the study of

the reading

abilities

of

this

rou.
This group of

students

predominantly freshmen
course in "Methods of

was chosen because they were

who had

Study"

been advised to take the

by the counselors in the var-

loue schools of the College because (a) they had made low
grades during the oreosding quarter,

(b)

they had shown

by their tests or in other ways that they had poor habits
of study

and were 000r readers,

or (o) both.

As a group,
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they were average In th

oo11ece scholastic aïtitude

ducation 'sycho1ogica1

test -- the American Council on

xamination Thr College Freshmen.

CoheRe norms, some were

est deolles on the
(1ê011P8

Some were in the

h1h-

in the lowest

resented a fair oross-ieot1on of the

but they

entire Coliee freshman group, althowth rather heavily

weighted toward the lower end.
for years. been
ey:amination,

The College norms have,

ralle1 to the national norms for this

eooit

that the numbers at both e<tromes

have been slightly smaller on the College norms than on
the national norms.

TABLE
cil on

I

shows the distribution of the American Coun-

duoation 2syohologioai Test scores for this grouD

by deciles.

TABLE

I

ECILES

DISTRIBUTION OF AØI TEST

Per Cent
Deojies

Total

O

Number

lo

i

i

9

4

4

8

1

1

7

6

6

6

7

7

5

13

12.5

4

13

12.5

3

13

12.5

2

19

18

1

27

26

100.5

104

Sinoe there are 104 students included in this study,
thore should have been aDro,imate1y ten students and ten

oer cent

the groui

oÍ'

in each deotle i

this group were

rer,resentative of the College and the national norms.

oomoarlson

o

tion tor this

this normal distribution

rou

and.

A

the distribu-

shows eighty-five members or 81.5% of

this group to be in the lower half.

Every decile from

docile five to decile one, inclusive, contains more than
ten soores and ten

er cent of the total number o± acores.

While these students were below college average in
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scholastic antitude, there is no necessary reason to believe that they

are incapable of oonleting a college

course, although this will assuredly require courage and
tenacity and, probably, two or three quarters beyond the
usual twelve for the least well-endowed embsrs of the
group. It means hard study on a lighter scholastic load,
but it oannot only be dono but can be done roftab1y for
the individual and the
TAi3LE

II

shows a

institution.
similar distribution of this

In terms of grades earned by them as high school
The

actual grades earned

by

group

pupils.

individual students are

weighted according to a formula developed by Oregon state
College and a single numerical score is derived.
hese

scores have, over the years, been divided into accho
groups according to the entire entering-freshman class
results. The scores of this grout in terms of high school
grades received show thorn to have received botter grades
than their college at1tude scores would have indicated.

is taken to

that, while their aptitudes were
generally biow average, their industry while they were in
high school was above that of the high school average.
This

mean
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ThBL1
DISTRfl3tJTiOT

II

OF íIIH SOHOOL GRtiiE

EQILES

Per Cent

Daches

0t Total

number

lo

1

1

9

4

4

8

9

9

'7

13

12.5

6

12

11.5
13

5

4

13

12.5

3

13

12.5

2

15

14

i

___

10

104

Again,

thre

aprotmatAy ten tuthe group In eaoh decile i this
to the College distribution.

would have been

dents and ten per cent o
dtstrbut1Or± had oonfornie
While the distribution is
end, only

sicewed a

si'ty-five indivia1s

in the lower half.

100

This

may be

or

little

toward the lower

sty-two per

cent are

comared with the eighty-

five members and 81.5 in the lower half in scholastic
aptitude, showing that they had in general rather commendable industry and persistence or good family backing while
in high school,
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Tk131E III shows the

Oregon State Oollege
the norma

distribution

this group on the

o

ng1ish Plaoement Test according to

or the 1,430 freshmen who entered the Collego

in the autumn of 1948-1949

This test is largely a

locally-developed test, although it includes a nationally
standardized test

o

reading ability.

It

contains also

locally-devised tests o± knowledge of grammar, language
usage, punctuation, oomDosition, and sDellthg.

The scores

aro used in the assignment of the entering freshmen to

classes in 1ngliah Composition 111, 112, or 113, or to

English

K,

the sub-freshman course in 7nglish composition

or the student-named 'BoneheaJ Eng1ish'.
is

This material

included here because it yields information about this

grono's ability to read and to express themselves in

desirable language.

TABLE III
GLIS

DISTRIBUTION OP

DBOILES

Per Cent
0f Total

Number

Deolles
10

2

2

9

3

:3

8

5

5

7

10

10

6

14

13

5

10

10

4

11

10.5

3

12

11.5

2

15

14

1

22

21

104

100

If the distribution of this grou

had oonformed. to

the distribution of the entering-freshman class as a

whole, there would have been a',roximate1y ten members and
ten iier cent of the grou

in each decile.

This group was

again skewed toward the lower end, showlnp that their use
of English was sub-standard for even their own freshman

group.

Seventy members of this group or sixty-seven per

cent wore in the lower five deciles.

This may be compared

with the sixty-five students in the lower half in high
school grades and the eighty-five in the lower half in
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scholastic aptitude.
The grom

being studied here may be said to be quite

limited in scholastic aptitude, rather limited in knowledge of English, and somewhat limited in initiative and
The

industry.

Methode of 3tudy" courses were established

and these students were encouraged to enroll in them to

correct such

Darts of the above as could be

corrected in

one three-hour course that continued for one college

quarter only.

If funds and personnel had been available

for suDDlementary laboratory Bections and for individual

work with these students, more could bave been accomAs it was, such time and tools as were available

lished.

wore used.
In one of the four classes, about twelve clock-hours

of time were used with a tachiatosoope which threw

its

image on a screen for group study by the whole class and
a sliding slate which could be used with three

students at a time.

Sincr

this

amount of

or four

time is small

and since the results in terms of improvement in reading

ability were above those of one of the other sections and
below those of two others, no special study concerning
has been included in

The

it

exDerimontal

this

it

thesis.

part of this thesis was simle, but

was designed to answer

a question which

had not been

answered before; i.e., whether or not these "Methods of
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Studr't

courses,

brcuht about any Improvement

several years,

Ing abilities

oonduoted as they were and had been over

o

in the read-

the students enrolled In them.

The 00-operative ReadlnR Test C-2, HIgher Level, Form
T, was given in three

oÍ'

these classes within the first

two weeks oÍ the winter quarter and the Nelson-Denny Read-

ing Test

vias

instructor of

similarly given to a fourth group because the

tmt

class had already gathered some data on

one test a quarter based on the use of this test.

ifl

order to make the results of the two kinds of toste

corn-

parable, the scores were converted into percentile scores
based on the national norms.
Both the 00-operative Reading Test and the NelsonDenny Reading Test yield sub-scores in terms of vocabulary,
comprehension, and

totals

or general reading

ability

scores. The Co-operative Reading Test yields a speed or
rate score as well, but the Nelson-Deìmy Test does not.
TU3LF IV shows a tabulation of the vocabulary scores
of this group in terms of the vigintiles or groups or Live
per cent each In which their i)eroentjle scores piaoed them
on the national norms of either the Nelson-Denny or the Co-

orerative Reading Test. This distribution was used In the
belief that it would 8h0W more details of the distribution
than a decile distribution would and would not be as buli
and scattered as a percentile distribution would be for
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this small
mean and

Included with the table are the

number, 104.

the standard deviation

o

this group, based

on

their eroenti1e scores.
TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION OF VOCABUlARY SCOW3
FROM T
FIRST TEST

Per

Per Cent
Scores

Number

Cent

Per Cent
Scores

Per
Number

Cent

96 -100

O

0

46-50

8

8

91-9 5

4

4

41-45

8

8

86-90

3

3

36-40

5

5

81-85

2

2

31-35

9

9

76-80

O

0

26-30

8

8

71-75

6

5

21-25

10

9

66-70

1

1

16-20

15

14

61-65

3

3

11-15

3

3

56-6 0

6

5

6-10

5

5

51-55

7

7

1-5

1

1

104

100

IVI:

S.D:

40.5
23.8
Each

tion
and
may

o

these groups should have had,

if

the

distribu-

apirodmately five individuai scores
five er cent of the grouD of 104 scores in it. As
be seen, the lower vigintilea contain the larger
had been normal,

numbers

o

scores.

Seventy-two of the 104

sixty-nine per cent, are in the lower ha1

oores, or
of the vigin-

The mean score of 40.5 (ercenti1e score)

tiles.

i

ten

oeroentile points below the 50.5 or theoretical mean oercentile score. The standard deviation of 23.8 percentile
scores shows that aDDroimatoly two-thirds of the group
of scores, or si'ty-nine, should fall between the croentile scores of 16.? and 64.3, although 76 actually do.
This difference between the theoretical sixty-seven per
cent and the actual seventy-three per cent is due

to the

saml1ng which is not
the freshman student population as a

small nwnbers involved and to a

reoresentatjve

0±'

whole.
The conclusion that this group was, as a whole,

at the beginning of the winter

what weak in vocabulary

quarter

and

that

many

some-

of them were decidedly weak in vo-

cabulary is rather obvious.
TABLE V

shows the

distribution of this

terms of comorehenslon scores on material

group in

read.

As

in

TABLB IV, each of the groupe in TABLE V should have had
atrnroximately five scores and five per cent of the scores

in

it

if the distribution had

with the national norms.

been normal in

conformity

TABI F V

DISTRIBUTION OF THE OO1?REH'rSION SCORES
FROM THE FIRST TEST

Per Cent

Scor_

Per

Number

Cent

Per Cent

Scores

Number

Per
Cent

96-100

0

0

46-50

10

9

91-95

1

1

41-45

7

7

86-90

2

2

36-40

4

4

81-85

2

2

31-35

14

13

76-80

4

4

26-30

7

7

71-75

5

5

21-25

5

5

66-70

6

5

16-20

7

7

61-65

2

2

11-15

6

5

56-60

6

6

6-10

4

4

51-55

7

7

1-5

5

5

104

100

41.5
22.6

M:

S.D:

It may be seen by Inspection

lower vigintl.les
vigintiles.
or

contain larger numbers than the

Siity-nine of the 104 scores in this

sity-s1x per cent, 11e

tribution.

that the middle and

table,

in the lower half of the dis-

The mean score of this groun is 41.5,

nercentile score points below the average for the
norms.

higher

or nine

national

The standard deviation of 22.6 percentile scores

shows that two-thirds,

or sixty-nine of the groun should
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be between scores 64.1 and 18.9.

Sixty-seven of the

scores actually do.
It

is apparent that this grouo,

as a whole, is

slightly below average in oomDrehension of material read
and that some members of the group are far below normal

even

Í'or

beginning college freshmen.

They are, however,

more skillful in comprehension than in vocabulary knowledge.

TABLE VI shows the distribution of the scores on
rate or

seed

of reading for the three classes who were

given the Co-operative Reading ]est.

Tst

The Nelson-Denny

does not yield a score for rate of reading.

Inspec-

tion of this table shows that most of the students were

slower than the average freshman college student in rate
of reading.

Fifty-nine members of this group of eighty

students, or nearly seventy-four per cent, were in the

lower half of the distribution on the national norms.
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TABLE VI

DISTRL3UTION OF THE RATE OF R}Ai ING SOORiS
FROM THE FIRST TEST

?er Cent
Scores

Number

er
Cent

Per Cent
Scores

Per
Number

Cent

96-100

1

1

46-50

8

lo

91-95

1

1

41-45

3

4

86-90

1

1

36-40

7

9

81-85

1

1

31-35

5

6

76-80

2

2

26-30

9

11

71-75

3

4

21-25

3

4

66-70

2

3

16-20

11

14

61-65

1

1

11-15

6

8

56-60

3

4

6-10

2

2

51-55

6

8

1-5

5

6

80

100

M:
3.Th

36,5
22.0

As in the two Drior tables, one-twentieth of the gro
or in this table

grow:

four scores or five

er cent of the whole

should lie in each vigintile if the group had con-

rormed to the normal distribution of the nation-wide
scores.

Actually, the scores are much lower than this.

This is shown in the mean, as well, which is 36.5 instead
of 50.5 or fourteen percentile score Doints below the

average.

The standard deviation from this table is
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somewhat smaller than In the 'orlar two tables, which
shows that the acores are less widely dispersed.
It is obvious that this group is poor in rate of

reading in oomarlson with other college freshman groups
over the nation.
TABLE

for this

distribution of the total scores
the first test given during the early

VII shows the

grouD on

weeks of the quarter.

This is not an average of the three

partial scores, shown in TABLES IV, V, and VI, but has a
table of distribution of its own.

nation-wide soores.

This is based on
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TABLE VII
TOTAL SCORES FROM THE FIRST TEST

Per Cent
Scores

Per
Number

Per Cent

Per

Scor_

Cent

Number

Cent

96-100

0

0

46-50

7

7

91-95

1

1

41-45

10

9

86-90

3

3

36-40

11

lo

81-85

2

2

31-35

6

5

76-80

3

3

26-30

8

8

71-75

2

2

21-25

15

14

66-70

3

3

16-20

8

9

61-65

7

7

11-15

6

5

56-60

3

3

6-10

4

4

51-55

3

3

1-5

2

2

104

100

M
o
,..JJ.

403
'j-.

Inspection

o

TABLE VII shows the total sooree

this group to be somewhat low.

o

This Is to be expected,

since the scores in all

o

likewise somewhat low.

Seventy-seven members or approx-

the partial or sub-tests were

iniately sixty-four per cent

o

the members

o

this group

were below the freshman average in total reading ability
or the 50.5 oeroentile.

The mean Dercentile score for

these 104 freshmen was 40.3; the standard deviation 22.6.
It is apparent that they are only fair in total reading
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ability in comtarison with other college freshmen over
the nation.

The end-of-the-quarter or second tests were given

within the last two weeks of the quarter.
of the classes In "Methods of Study" were

Again,

three

given the Co-

oT)erative Reading Test C-2, Form T; and the one class,

which had taken the Nelson-Denny Test before, took lt
again.

During the quarter, one class had had some experlenco with a groun taohistosoote for the whole class and

with a sliding slate in small groups.

Since the reading

scores of this group were so closely similar to the readIng scores of the other grouos, no distinction has been

made among

the scores.

The members of

the other classes

studied about reading, but wore given no eDeolal

train-

ing in reading except as they apDlled the principles

learned for themselves and as they were

taught

principles

of greater industry in their study habits.

TABLE VIII shows the distribution of the Deroentile
scores of these 104 'Methods of Study" freshmen on the

vocabulary parts of the two tests given
the quarter.

at the end of

Insoection shows that, while the grouD's

ability in vocabulary was still somewhat low, it was a
little higher than it had been in the first

test.

No

acores were in the twentieth vigintile, however, where
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approximately five scores and five per cent of the group
would have been if this had been a standard group in
freshman vocabulary knowledge.
TABL:

VIII

TE

VOCABULARY SCORES PROM

Per Cent
Number

Scores

SECOND TEST

Per

Per Cent

Cent

Scores

?er
Number

Cent

96-100

0

0

46-50

11

II

91-95

3

3

41-45

8

8

86-90

1

1

36-40

4

4

81-85

7

7

31-35

9

8

76-80

2

2

26-30

6

5

71-75

5

5

21-25

8

8

66-70

2

2

16-20

8

8

61-6 5

7

6

11-15

5

5

56-60

7

6

6-10

3

3

51-55

5

5

1-5

3

3

104

100

45.3
24.4

M:
S.D:

Sixty-five out of these 104
cent, were in the lower half of

fifty-two would have been if the

scores, or sixty-two
the

table whore only

group had been average

or normal In the distribution as shown on this

table.

per

form of

The mean Deroentilo score for this grour on this
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seooìv1 test was 45.3,

which may b

which would have been average.

oonmared with the 50.5

The range oÍ the middle

two-thirds extends from 69.7 to 20.9,

artd

seventy-five of the scores instead

sixty-nine, thus

o

includes

showing the numbers Included in the table to be small and
the distribution to be skewed.
o

thse

f igure

The closeness

o

the mean

-- 45.3 -- to the theoretical mean --

50.5 -- shows this group, as a whole,

to be abou.t average

In vocabulary irnowledpo although the ability of at least

third of the group is distressingly poor. They showed
an average imorovement of 4.8 percentile scores, however.
TABLE IX ehows the distribution of the 00E1 rehonsion
scores on the second or end-of-the-quarter test.
For the
a

first time, scores on any of the sub-tests for this gro
aro to be found in the twentieth vigintile.

Fifty-five

scores in this test are In the lower half of the distribution.

This may be compared with the sixty-nine in the

lower half In the first test of reading oomrrehenslon and

with the fifty-two

who would have

In a normal distribution.

been in the lowor

half

The moan score for this group

on the second test Is 49.3, In contrast with the score

of 41.5 on the first test.

The difference between the

mean of this group and the theoretical mean is 1.2 score
points, which may be taken to mean that this grouD is
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aDDroxlmatelv averaRe In ability in readtng oomrehns1on
In

oowar1son with other oollege freshmen.
Since the instructors

comprehension

(anc

o

these classes emi'hasized

vocabulary) much more than speed of

reading,

this gain in comprehension score was gratifying

to thorn.

The much smaller gain in vocabulary score was

not as pleasing to them although even this relatively
small gain in prcentile

oints may be taken to mean an

extensive gain In vocabulary knowledge, because the vo-

cabulary test is a sampling only4
TABLFk

IX

OO}APRiN3ION SCORES FROM
Per Cent
Scores

Number

HE SEOON) TEST

Per

Per Cent

Cent

Scores

Per
Number

Cent

96 -100

2

2

46-50

27

26

91-95

2

2

41-45

2

2

86-90

1

1

36-40

2

2

81-85

1

1

31-35

8

8

76-80

6

5

26-30

4

4

71-75

4

4

21-25

2

2

66-70

8

0

16-20

5

5

61-65

0

0

11-15

3

3

56-60

10

9

6-10

0

0

51-55

15

14

1- 5

2

2

104

100

M:
S.D:

49.3
19.4
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TABLE X shows the distribution of the percentile
scores of this grou

in rate of reading.

For the second

time in this study, members of the group bad scores in
the twentieth vigthtile and, for the first time,

the mean

score of the group was above the theoretical mean, al-

though by a small amount only.

TABLE X

RATE OF READING SCORES

Per Cent

Bwnb!

Scores

OM THE SECOND TEST

Per

Per Cent

Cent

Scores_

Per
Number

Cent

96-100

2

2

46-50

14

19

91-95

3

4

41-45

2

2

4

36-40

9

11

86-90

81-85

2

2

31-35

5

6

7680

5

6

26-30

4

5

'71-'75

4

5

21-25

2

2

66-70

6

8

16-20

3

4

61-65

3

4

11-15

0

0

56-60

8

10

6-10

0

0

5155

3

4

1-5

2

2

80

100

U:
S.D:

52.5
22.0

Only forty-one of the eighty rate-of-reading scores
wore in the lower half of the distribution in this second
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test -- in comparison with

fifty-nine

on

The mean Dercentile score on the second

This may be aopared with the

the

test

first test.
52.6.

was

theoretical mean of 50.5 and

the mean of 36.5 for this group on the first test.

While the instructors

of these classes de-emphasized

rate of reading in favor of oomrehension and vocabulary,

these students made an extensive
probably due to better attention
well as to

the

gain in rate.

This was

and greater effort as

Drobability that rate is more easily im-

provable than either

vocabulary

or conrrehension.

The

basic text, also, placed considerable emphasis on rate of

reading.
TABLE XI shows the distribution of the total reading

scores for this
test.

grou

on the second

For the third time, at

least

or

end-of-the-quarter

one score was in the

twentieth vigintile; and for the second time, the mean

percentile score of this group was aproximately equal to

the

theoretical mean score for college freshmen.

In

this

distribution, only slightly more than half of the scores,
or fifty-seven, were in the lower half of the normal dis-

tribution -- in contrast with seventy-seven on the first
test.

The mean percentile score for this grou

on the

first test was 40.3, whereas it was 40.5 on the second.
In other words, the over-all readin

had increased 9.2 percentile-score

ability of this group
oints during the

quarter.

This comoares favorably with the gains made by

similar grouDs that were cited in the literature who had

had

raotioe in reading by the laboratory method although

this writer believes strongly in the laboratory method of

teaching reading at all school levels because it allows
more individual attention, gives attention to individual

differences, permits better aoouaintance with the students, and allows for counseling in educational, vocational, and emotional and personal traits.

TA3LE XI is shown below.
TkBLB XI
TOTAL SCORES FROM T

Per Cent
Scores

Number

SECOND TEST

Per

Per Cent

Cent

Scores

Per
Thirnber

Cent

96-100

1

1

46-50

10

9

91-95

3

3

41-45

12

11

86-90

3

3

36-40

8

8

81-85

2

2

31-35

6

6

76-80

6

6

26-30

6

6

71-75

3

3

21-25

5

5

66-70

5

5

16-20

5

5

61-65

8

8

li-15

3

3

56-60

10

9

6-10

1

1

51-55

6

5

1-5

1

3.

104

lOO

M:
S.D:

49.5
21,8

In

TABLiI

XII are shown the mean scores, the standard

deviations, and the gains in
over thE

fCt

soores on the seoond

mean

In terms of percentile

t(8t

that these stulents

oores.

It

may

gains in each of the subtests and in the total test of reading abi1ity The gaina

be seen

made

cre sa11 but, as far as they go, represent real improvement. While sorio of the gain may be discounted as due to
i,ractico effect in the structure and directions of the

tests,

tents were given with
between their administrations.
the

TABLE

interval of nine

an

weeks

XII

A COMPARISON OP THE SCORES MAJ)E ON
THE FIRST AND THE SECOND TESTS

First Test

Second Test

Gaina

In

Means

S.D.

Means

S.D

Vocabulary

40.50

23.80

45.30

24.40

4.80

Comprehension

41.46

22,60

49.34

7.88

Rate

3.50

22.80

52.50

19.40
22.00

Total

40.30

22.60

49.54

21.80

Inspection of

TABLE

Means

XII shows that the largest gain

in acore made by this grouo was in rate of reading.
the

it

first test, this

In

score: in the second,
This large gain in rate was made in
was the lowest

highest.
spite of the greater emphasis which
was the

16.00
9.24

was

placed

on

vocabulary and comprehension in oornparison with rate by
the instructors of the four seotions, although the basic

text olaced considerable ernhasis on rate.

It is probable

that the imorovement in rate was due, in part, to the

greater ease

of'

irimrovement In this Dhaso and, In part,

Its greater immediate susceptibility to the influences

increased effort and attention.

hysteria for soeed
ularity

of'

may have

the nrobable

layod a Dart and the spectac-

results

In the

lowest In the

later test. It

of'

The more-or-less current

may have entered in

The second largest gain was in the total score.

was the second

to

first

This

test and second highest

amounts to 9.24 percentIle points,

or almost ten per cent of' the

theoretical distribution.

Although this is a considerable gain, it leaves the group

slightly, or

negligibly, below the mean in reading ability

in comoarison with other college freshman grouPs. This
Is, without much doubt, a handicao to the members of' this
groun in all

of'

their courses.

It may be compensated for

longer periods of' study than are de8irable for other students on the same amount of' material and greater effort in
study. It may mean that lighter scholastic loads should
be carried over a larger number of quarters, with an equal
or greater amount of study on these lighter loads during
each quarter.

Other emohases In the course which may have

affected not only

the reading ability

of'

these students

3

3

but their scholastic averages were (a) not only bettei'

methDdß
w*1]

o

work but WORK In all asect3 oÍ scholarship as

as on other student activitios to the exc1usion,

far as tosslble,

of wasted time,

1111gent use oÏ the dictionary,

use of outlines,

Cf)

(o)

the frequent and
the oaretul and wide

exactness and brevity of statements,

Cd)

as far as Dassible,

(b)

as

the imnortance of good notes,

(e)

the inrnortanoe of comprehension or understanding in

contrast with memory,

the use of cards when memoriza-

(g)

tion is necessary, and (h)

the value of both short-time

and long-time individual goals.
The third largest gain in the second test over the

first

as in oomDrehension.

This amounted to almost

eight percentile-score points -- from 41.46 to 4.34.
T3neue s t lonably

rst

,

comprehension was the reading ability

emphasized in these

ability that is built

un

olasos,

but comprehension is an

slowly, especially

after years of

poor and sunerfiolal habits of study and of reading.

Corn-

prehension Is inseparable from thought, and most of these
students had not done much in the past in the way

0±'

thought along scholasto lines.
The smallest gain for this grouD in the second test

in com-narison with the

respective
almost five

first

was

in vocabulary.

The

means were 40.5 and 45.3, showing a gain of
ereenti1e-score noints.

In terms of new
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words learned, this is a worth-while gain; but in terms
o

word-knowledge, these students are below the average
It is hoped by the in-

other college freshman groups.

struotors

o

thes

o

classes that the inmetus given to these

students in building up their vocabularios will be oontinucd in the futuro.

It

should be pointed out that such improvement in

reading habits and skills as these students made was the
result of study of the principles of reading and
sis on the iIflDOrtafløe

thomselvos.

of'

eznpha-

work or effort by the students

The satisfaotion that conies from work well

done was stressed repeatedly.

have been ustd

personnel had

o

'iith these

The laboratory mothoü would

sufficient amount of
been available. This writer believes that
peoDle 1f a

the best method of teaching methods of study, which is

very largely a matter of reading

level, is

skill at the

college

a oombination of the olaasroom and the labora-

tory mothods.

Stimulation and competition can be devel-

O)ed in the former.

Particular weaknesses oan be cor-

rectad, individual attention and encouragement can be
given to these sel-doubtfuJ. studeuits, and oounsoling on
many things can be talked over in the latter. This last,
in the hands of a skillful instructor, is one of the most
valuable phases of any course because these students, as
a rule, need so very much counseling about so many things

and so muoia encouragement to do the correct and profitable things if they are to continue their scholastic

orograms successfully and to become as capable people as
they have the potentialities of being,
believes,

is irobabl

Phis, the writer

the basic axiom in the description

of successful education.

ChAP TER IV

SUMMARY
It is estimated that there were

erates in the United States in 1948.
be

1eiflned as a

ten million

luit-

An illiterate may

erson fourteen or more years

of'

age who

cannot read with the skill of the average fourth-grade

While many of those Illiterates

upi1.

in the various foreign-language

them are

--

by any means.

are

to be found

communities, not all of

They may be found In the large

cities, the towns, the villages, and rural areas.
the school facilities are practically

some,

in sorne, the best

In

non-elstent;

of schools are available.

ducatIonal training cannot be forced on Deople, but

even these illiterates learn eagerly In the "moonlight
schools" or under Army or Navy auspices when they realize
the ImDortance of the skills which are lmown as "eduoa-

tion",

The feeble-minded

and

some of the Insane cannot,

of course, be educated beyond the Drimary school

--

if

they can be brought along that far.
The

urpose of learning to read is the gaining of

information from

te

irinted page.

Reading is not a

single skill, but a groun of skills involving not only
the eyes but the organs of speech and, more especially,
the brain.

To be effective, reading must be an active
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form of inquiry and of thought.

Silent reading ability

may be divided into rate of reading and oomorehension.

has been written about rate of read-

While a great deal

ing, within reasonable limits oomi,rehension is by far

the more imrortant.

The most satisfactory balanoe

tween the two will vary not only with

be-

the individual

reader but with the type of material being read.

Under

conditions of effortful attention, the two will tend to

rogress

together

toward a satisfactory balance.

The mechanics of reading are widely imown.

The

eyes move along the lines of print with alternate move-

haltings or

monts

and

about

ninety-five

er

fixations.

cent of

The latter occupy

the reading time.

when the eye is at rest can it see or discern.

Only
Ylith

ioor readers, the fixations are longer as more time is
renuired not only for the

mechanics of

comprehension of

the written symbols but for the oom-rehension of the

ideas oresented.

With the more skillful readers, the

eye-movements are not only swifter

and better controlled,

but inolude a larger number of words at each fixation.

By reason of his larger background knowledge, the skillful reader is likely to obtain more ideas from the mate-

rial read and to make more associations between the material read and his own background knowledge.
to be more receptive

to

new

ideas, more

He is likely

imDatient with

Incorrect ideas, ami more systematic in his thinking
about the new ideas.
Visual defeats afeot the ability to read, but many
of these thfeots are oorreottble. The effects oÍ even
those which are not oa often be largely overcome by care
of the eyes in reading and the carefu1res8 with which

is terforrneô. A considerable amowit
reading disability is oyoho1opioa.1 rather than physo
lological. Pear of the reading situation, stuttering and
its Trobable emotional cause and the effects of the latter

what reading

is

done

in the word-association area in the brain, and tonal deafness frequently affect the reading skill of both younger
and older readers.

a Dart of

Lack of control of attention also is

this factor.

'Thor vocabulary background

is

quite irimortant, as well. Some "non-readers", or chudran who are bright enough to learn to read within the
time they have been taught, learn to read through the

kinaesthetio

or tracing method.

Whether the

imrovement

in reading skill that usually results is due to the kin-

aesthetic method or to the more capable and sympathetic
teaching

cannot be answered by

The disturbing lack

this writer.

of reading

skill to

be found

at

both the high school and the college levels is due to

"oor training in reading in general, poor
vocabulary backgrounds, oomrarative indifference to

many

causes.

o

ifiarnin
lt;çr

o1'

aro th

new 1c3as, Iazthe3, and In
tnorì

oaus.

mrrion

Until

sorne

cases

ti.riid-

rcnt.y, noither

high school nor collcige$ made mich tffort to correot this
3itnation.

In sorne high schooJ.s in

rab1e emihasis has beern

"Methods of

3tuy1'

o1.:cet1

oourss have

a few high schools asad

to teach the students

ro«nt yar$, oonsià-

WOfl StUdf

bn

S ari

arte

established in quite

colleges in the last two decades
to study and,

especially, to teach

them to read and to acquire better vooabu1aries

As a

result, a considerable ntnnber of students hav' been re-

tamed

in school who would have otherwise dropped out

from discouragement over low gTades,
In the original part of this thesis,

it was found

that the 104 members of the four classes in 'Methods of

Study who were

Dractically all college freshmen and

who

tests near the beginning and. the end
quarter inr'roveö in reading skill approximately ten

were given reading

of a
ncr cent as a whole.

greatest gain was in rate of
reading, the next greatest in total score, the next
greatest in oomìrehension, and the least in vocabulary.
These gains were made under olassroorn instruction and by
The

personal initiative only and without benefit of any
appreciable amount of laboratory instruction. It is the
belief of the writer, however, that laboratory instruction
is a valuable method of teaching reading, of giving

counseling on many subjects, and of individual encouragement and instruction.

Probably the best method of

teaching reading is a oombination of the classroom and
the laboratory methods.

'Ihile these students were not

better than average readers for coflege freshmen, as
grou,

at the end of the

the writer that they are

quarter, it is the belief of

considerably better readers

than they would bave been without this training.

a
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